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What we’ve heard from residents 

SURVEY OPEN 
 6/4 THROUGH 6/21 

1,452 RESPONSES TYPICAL RESPONSE TO 
TOWN SURVEYS: 200 TO 

1,000 RESPONSES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excellent response rate. This wasn’t a scientific survey (we didn’t do random sampling, survey questions weren’t scientifically rigorous, etc.), but a scientific study with this many responses from our adult population would be able to say that the responses are representative of the total population (99% confidence level, 3.3% margin of error).  If anyone questions why the annual town survey isn’t on there, it’s because it receives such a high response rate (4-5k responses) -- invitations to take the survey are mailed with the annual town (local) census each January and the survey has been done annually for the past 25 years. Comparing the consumer survey to an annual tradition isn’t apples to apples.



Q1: As the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis proceeds, 
how long will you wait before dining inside a restaurant? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will eat in a restaurant as soon as it reopens9.08%131–I will wait a few days after they reopen7.00%101–I will wait a few weeks15.26%220–I will wait a month or two15.81%228–I will wait a few months20.60%297–I will wait until there is a vaccine or COVID-19 is no longer a threat32.25%465TOTAL1,442



Q2: As the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis proceeds, how 
long will you wait before shopping for non-essential items in 
Arlington's businesses? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will shop as soon as businesses reopen21.40%309–I will wait a few days after they reopen15.51%224–I will wait a few weeks22.78%329–I will wait a month or two15.79%228–I will wait a few months14.54%210–I will wait until there is a vaccine or COVID-19 is no longer a threat9.97%144TOTAL1,444



Q3: Would you like to see curbside options for restaurants 
continue as the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis 
proceeds? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, permanently32.13%464–Yes, until there is a vaccine or COVID-19 is no longer a threat57.27%827–No3.74%54–No opinion6.86%99TOTAL1,444�



Q4: As the recovery from the COVID-19 crisis proceeds, 
how much shopping do you expect to do online? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I don't expect to do any online shopping3.17%46–I expect to do less than 25% of my shopping online19.19%278–I expect to do between 25 and 50% of my shopping online26.22%380–I expect to do between 50 and 75% of my shopping online24.91%361–I expect to do between 75 and 100% of my shopping online20.01%290–I expect I will do virtually all shopping online6.49%94TOTAL1,449



Q5: If local merchants offered their products and services 
through online shopping, how likely would you shop through 
local retailers' online stores compared to major national or 
global online retailers? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very unlikely to shop through local retailers online compared to major national and global online retailers7.38%107–Somewhat unlikely to shop through local retailers online compared to major national and global online retailers7.45%108–Neither likely nor unlikely to shop through local retailers online compared to major national and global online retailers13.94%202–Somewhat likely to shop through local retailers online compared to major national and global online retailers28.78%417–Very likely to shop through local retailers online compared to major national and global online retailers42.44%615TOTAL	1,449



Q6: Which items do you 
prefer to shop for online?  

Q6: Which items do you 
prefer to shop for in person? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top responses to online:Clothing/clothes (esp for kids)Household itemsBooksElectronicsGiftsToysTop responses to in person:Food/groceriesClothing (adults)GiftsHardwareShoes



Q7:  
Changes to 
business 
operations 
that would 
make 
consumers 
more likely 
to shop or 
dine at a 
small 
business 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top most influential changes to business operations:More outdoor options for shopping / eating at local restaurants and retailers (83.49%)Menus, store inventory, and/or advertisements available online and outside the store to limit time required browsing while inside (81.3%)Shopping/ordering online with in-person pickup (81.26%)Touch free payment systems at checkout (78.74%)Demarcations on the ground show six-foot gaps in places where customers queue up (77.2%)Only the idea of all staff at a store or restaurant wear gloves was influential for less than 50% of respondents.



Q8:  Would you, as the customer, be willing to pay more for 
the goods and services in businesses that implement 
increased safety precautions? 



Q9: How comfortable would you be attending a large 
indoor event (assuming there will be safety protocols in 
place, like social distancing and wearing a mask)? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People are on one side of the issue – no medium here



Q10: How comfortable would you be attending a large 
outdoor event (assuming there will be safety protocols in 
place, like social distancing and wearing a mask)? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People are on one side of the issue – no medium here



Q11: How likely would you be to participate in the 
following small-group cultural activities (assuming there 
will be safety protocols in place, like social distancing and 
wearing a mask)? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outdoor, outdoor, outdoor



Q11: How likely would you be to participate in the 
following small-group cultural activities (assuming there 
will be safety protocols in place, like social distancing and 
wearing a mask)? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, people prefer to shop locally and want to support local businesses, but they want to minimize personal risk and be sure that mask wearing, social distancing, health and safety protocols are in place.Also prefer to access as much information online in advance of shopping as possible; people are hesitant to spend time indoors



What do 
people 
want? 

People want as many outdoor 
options as possible 

People feel safer when others are 
wearing masks 

People will be more inclined to 
shop/dine at places where proper 
safety protocols (table distancing, 
mask wearing) are in place 

People want online, curbside, low-
contact options to remain in place 
until COVID is no longer a threat 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regardless of the phase MA is in, people are reluctant to return to business as usual without a lot of safety precautions and before there is a vaccine or better treatment



What we’ve 
heard from 
focus 
groups 

Economic impacts of pandemic differ 
by industry; some affected 
immediately, others concerned about 
ripple/long-term effects 

Concerns about costs of opening up 
vs loss of revenue from safety 
restrictions 

Concerns over employee health and 
safety (can employees enforce 
masks/social distance in the 
workplace?) 

Underemployment is worse than 
unemployment for most employees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regardless of the phase MA is in, people are reluctant to return to business as usual without a lot of safety precautions and before there is a vaccine or better treatment



DISCUSSION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what BUSINESSES can doConfidently enforce your rules about masks, social distancing, health; shoppers/diners want to see those safety protocols in placeHere’s what the TOWN can doPeople want as many outdoor options as possible; need to facilitate on a town levelProcurement (PPE, outdoor seating, barriers, etc.); communication (?)HOW TO PREPARE FOR FUTURE WAVES SO NEXT TIME DOESN’T HIT AS HARD
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